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Channelling the laidback luxury of classic coastal beach house style with a splash of glamour, this newly crafted multi

dwelling property unfolds over an innovative pavilion style footprint that creatively links a resort style entertainers

garden in an intuitive interplay of indoor and outdoor living spaces. An exemplary material and fittings palette, with

bespoke detail features throughout, creative design affords flexibility of space, designed to function as a four-bedroom

home or two separate wings with a self-contained apartment occupying the front wing. Organic materials are strong yet

serene and sensuous, this is a beach house like no other and offers seamless family versatility with the chance to link all

three dwellings and create the ultimate family compound. It holds a north facing position in one of the areas most coveted

seaside pockets within a few minutes stroll to the beach, Freshwater Village and city buses.- Crafted without compromise,

every detail has been carefully considered- Social areas for entertaining, intimate spaces for quiet retreat and study- Main

residence consists of three bedrooms with multiple living/dining spaces- Striking central alfresco courtyard links the two

living pavilions- One-bedroom self-contained guest house, parents/teenagers retreat - Separate two-bedroom cottage;

beautifully finished top to bottom - High-spec kitchens, bespoke joinery, soothing colour scheme, gold accents - Designer

bathrooms/guest powder, underfloor heating, functional laundries- Built-in barbeque with custom seating, lush level lawn,

landscaped gardens - Entertainers deck retracts to reveal a large spa with swim jets - Secure fully enclosed grounds,

outdoor hot and cold beach shower - Plans available to connect all three dwelling into one inspiring family compound -

Perfect for blended/growing families or home plus income option- Within walking distance to Harbord Public School and

Curl Curl Beach


